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Moodle 2.0 Course Conversion Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	Schools, colleges and universities all over the world are installing Moodle, but many educators aren't making much use of it. With so many features, it can be a hassle to learn - and with teachers under so much pressure day-to-day, they cannot devote much time to recreating all their lessons from scratch.


	This book provides the...
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Test Driven Development in Ruby: A Practical Introduction to TDD Using Problem and Solution Domain AnalysisApress, 2017

	Learn the basics of test driven development (TDD) using Ruby. You will carry out problem domain analysis, solution domain analysis, designing test cases, and writing tests first. These fundamental concepts will give you a solid TDD foundation to build upon. Test Driven Development in Ruby is written by a developer for...
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Web Security Testing Cookbook: Systematic Techniques to Find Problems FastO'Reilly, 2008
Among the tests you perform on web applications, security testing is perhaps the most important, yet it's often the most neglected. The recipes in the Web Security Testing Cookbook demonstrate how developers and testers can check for the most common web security issues, while conducting unit tests, regression tests, or exploratory tests. Unlike ad...
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Acres of Skin: Human Experiments at Holmesburg PrisonRoutledge, 1999
In the first expose of unjust medical experimentation  since David Rothman's Willowbrook's Wars, Allen M. Hornblum  releases devastating stories from within the walls of Philadelphia's  Holmesburg Prison. For more than two decades, from the mid-1950s  through the mid-1970s, inmates were used, in exchange for a few  dollars, as guinea pigs...
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Domain-Specific Model-Driven TestingVieweg and Teubner, 2010

	Software reuse and software quality are increasingly important topics in today's software engineering both for researchers and for practitioners. The design and implementation of tests is especially challenging when tests are conceptualized for different variants and versions of an application. Stefan Baerisch applies a combination of...
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Programming Entity Framework: Building Data Centric Apps with the ADO.NET Entity FrameworkO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Get a thorough introduction to ADO.NET Entity Framework 4 -- Microsoft's core framework for modeling and interacting with data in .NET applications. The second edition of this acclaimed guide provides a hands-on tour of the framework latest version in Visual Studio 2010 and .NET Framework 4. Not only will you learn how to use EF4...
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BMA Illustrated Medical DictionaryDK Adult, 2002

	This dictionary gives comprehensive coverage of anatomical terms, disorders, tests, treatments and drugs and contains extensive cross referencing for fast access to related topics.


	Essential A–Z quick reference to over 5,500 medical terms

	 


	The British Medical Association
...
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Learning Penetration Testing with PythonPackt Publishing, 2015

	Utilize Python scripting to execute effective and efficient penetration tests


	About This Book

	
		Understand how and where Python scripts meet the need for penetration testing
	
		Familiarise yourself with the process of highlighting a specific methodology to exploit an environment to fetch...
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ASVAB For Dummies (Career/Education)For Dummies, 2007
Packed with practice questions and proven study tips
    Get fully briefed on the changes to the ASVAB and sharpen your test-taking skills    

    Want to ace the ASVAB? This essential guide provides a comprehensive review of all test subjects and covers the latest updates, including the new...
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Documentum Content Management Foundations: EMC Proven Professional Certification Exam E20-120 Study GuidePackt Publishing, 2007
This is a complete study guide including study material and practice questions to prepare for the EMC Proven Professional certification Exam E20-120. It can also serve Documentum beginners and practitioners as a handy guide and quick reference to the technical fundamentals that is fully up to date for Documentum 5.3. Beginners are introduced to...
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Moodle 1.9 Testing and AssessmentPackt Publishing, 2010

	This book is a practical guide to testing in Moodle. You will initially learn to create different types of questions such as True/False, multiple choice, short answer, and so on. After you have learned how to create questions you will follow a step-by-step process to create complete tests by tweaking various options. Once you have gone...
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Jenkins Continuous Integration CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	Jenkins is a Java-based Continuous Integration (CI) server that supports the discovery of defects early in the software cycle. Thanks to over 400 plugins, Jenkins communicates with many types of systems, building and triggering a wide variety of tests.





	CI involves making small changes to software, and then building and...
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